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Introduction I: Transitive Distance (TD)


Math Definition:

Euclidean Distance
Theorem 1: TD is an ultra-metric.



Theorem 2: Every finite ultrametric space
with n distinct points can be isometrically
embedded into an n−1 dim Euclidean space.



Theorem 3 gives a practical solution to the computation of TD through MST.



No similar theorems apply for OCTD because of the path order constraint.
Finding the exact OCTD becomes infeasible when dataset size is large.



As a result, finding a method to approximate OCTD is necessary.

Approximation flow: 1. Original dataset. 2. Subsampled data and the constructed clique. 3. Connecting non-sampled data to nearest sampled ones to
form a spanning graph. 4. Obtain TD from the spanning graph using MST.

Theorem 3: Given a weighted graph with
edge weights, each transitive edge lies on the minimum spanning tree (MST).

Introduction II: TD Clustering




Transitive Distance





Approximating OCTD with Random Subsampling
and Diversified Spanning Graphs

Under TD embedding, data from the same cluster becomes compact. It is
therefore desirable to perform clustering in the embedded space.
Intuitively, TD clustering can be regarded as an approximate spectral clustering
(SC) where TD embedding is similar to eigen decomposition.



Theorem 4: The maximum possible path order on the spanning graph GS is upper bounded by |S| + 2.



Remark: The pairwise TD matrix obtained on GS is order-constrained and can
be used to approximate the true OCTD.



Repeat T times diversify spanning graphs, each returning a single TD matrix.
Perform element-wise min pooling on the stack of T TD matrices.



Unfortunately, OCTD (Min) is not a metric. One can also use mean pooling instead of min pooling to sub-optimally approximate OCTD but hold metricity.

Algorithm-1 (Non-SVD):


Treat each row of TD matrix as embedded data and apply k-means.



Produces similar clustering results as directly performing k-means in the embedded space. (K-means Duality)

Algorithm-2 (SVD):


Given a computed TD matrix D, perform SVD:



Treat each row from the top several columns with largest eigenvalues as data
samples, and perform k-means.

Order-Constrained TD (OCTD)


Math Definition:



TD is sensitive to short links (see the following left figure). The additional constraint on path order is able to introduce more robustness.

Clustering with TD
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Clustering with (Approx.) OCTD

Intuition: Path-Order Constraint

Image Datasets

Parameter experiment. Left: Varying the sampling rate and fixing
T = 500. Right: Varying T and fixing the sampling rate to be 0.06.

Large-Scale Speech Datasets

